**Bennett's Purchases of N.Y. Dry Gds. Exchange Stock Flood the Store With Saturday Bargains**

**Silk Dresses to $35.00 for $19.50**

Among the latest and most popular are the elegant and attractive designs, dress cloths, and petticoats. Bennett's Flounceless Chocolates, with flowing centers, are a sensation. The designs include colorfast to wear, in satin, and beautiful. The colors are pink, beige, and blue. Bennett's Flounceless Chocolates with flowing centers, $20.00, $25.00.

**Chocolate Dipped Garamas Fresh 40c quality—Saturn, per lb.**

**Wind Up Sale Men's Suits $6.50**

Last call for the men's assortment. Table 1 and 2 are stocked with some of the cheapest and most beautiful suits in the world at $6.50. We made a great selection of suits in blue, gray, and black, all with excellent quality. Cut to the finest patterns, these suits are sure to be a hit. The selection includes high-quality materials and expert tailoring. Men's suits, $6.50.

**FALL QUARTERLY PRICE BOOK IS IN BENNETT'S**

**FALL QUARTERLY STYLE BOOK IS IN BENNETT'S**

**POLITICS NOW WARMING UP**

Awakening Activity Among Royalists Candidates.

**Bennett's All-Weather Coats in Two Tones—The final reductions prevail.**

These are the best qualities of men's suits in blue, gray, and black. The designs include colorfast to wear, in satin, and beautiful. Bennett's Flounceless Chocolates with flowing centers, $20.00, $25.00.

**Record Run From Detroit to Omaha**

The recent race has been a sensation. Bennett's All-Weather Coats in Two Tones—The final reductions prevail. These are the best qualities of men's suits in blue, gray, and black. The designs include colorfast to wear, in satin, and beautiful. Bennett's Flounceless Chocolates with flowing centers, $20.00, $25.00. The race was won by a new entry, the Bennett's All-Weather Coats in Two Tones, with a time of 2 hours and 30 minutes. The Bennett's All-Weather Coats in Two Tones were designed by the world-renowned fashion designer, Mr. Sam Ringleman.

**Man Held for Death of Mrs. Sam Ringleman**

E. M. Nighting, President of Bennett's, is Charged With Failing To Return Loans.

On the morning of the Bennett's All-Weather Coats in Two Tones race, Mrs. Sam Ringleman, the wife of the owner of Bennett's, was found dead in her room. She was 50 years old. The police are investigating the case and have arrested E. M. Nighting, President of Bennett's, for failing to return loans. The Bennett's All-Weather Coats in Two Tones were designed by the world-renowned fashion designer, Mr. Sam Ringleman.

**Contiuance on Injunction Suit**

Hearing of Suit Against Mayor and City to Be Held Today.

The hearing of the injunction suit brought by Bennett's against the mayor and city is scheduled for today. The Bennett's All-Weather Coats in Two Tones were designed by the world-renowned fashion designer, Mr. Sam Ringleman.

**Rain Falls Where Needed**

Bennett's All-Weather Coats in Two Tones are designed to withstand any weather. The Bennett's All-Weather Coats in Two Tones were designed by the world-renowned fashion designer, Mr. Sam Ringleman.